I have heard about the potential mergers of Comcast Cable with Time Warner Cable and AT&T with DIRECTV. These mergers are a threat to the future of RFD-TV/Rural TV and rural programming. I would hate to see this great station and all of its great shows lost for good. RFD-TV and rural programming is important to my home because it is one of the few station that air wholesome family programs along with rural and country news from home and across the nation. Plus they are the only station that airs programing for horse professionals and for horse lovers. Our homes are bombarded with negative non-family oriented programs and violence that it is refreshing to be able to watch the type of programs that helps to uplift the family instead of putting it down. RFD-TV and other family oriented programing helps to keep a positive frame of mind after being overwhelmed all day with the negative of day to day life. Our country is moving more and more ever day away from its traditional values, and RFD-TV and rural programming embody those values and principles, that the majority of us all hold dear to our heart. It would pain me dearly to see it lost.